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Escape Hunt: A murder has occurred in the City of Angels
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The Escape Hunt
Experience

After years of dating or marriage, the usual dinner and drinks date night

399 Interchange (Citibank)

can seem tired. Spice up date night by solving a murder mystery in

Building, Unit C, B2 Level

Asoke.

(Basement), Sukhumvit
Road, Klongtoey Nua,
Wattana, Bangkok,
10110, Thailand
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Located in the bottom of Interchange Tower, directly off of the Asoke BTS

Becky is an American

skywalk is a live, interactive escape game, Escape Hunt Bangkok. The

expat, who arrived to

concept of an “escape game” originated in Japan. Individuals would create

Bangkok in January 2013.
Upon her arrival, she took
on the role of Chief

simple real life rooms that they had to escape from by solving riddles and
puzzles using the clues they found around the room. Escape Hunt took this
concept and ran with it and it’s now the number one attraction on Trip Advisor

Mommy Offcer. She is a
freelance writer, Editor of

for tourists in Bangkok.

BAMBI News. She is
documenting her
adventures through her
writing and photography.

Escape Hunt Bangkok, offers three different games; murder in the study,
robbery in the bedroom and bomb in Bangkok. The murder in the study and
robbery in the bedroom are both “escape from the room” games located in

becky@bkkevents.com

their offce in Interchange Tower. The bomb in Bangkok is an interactive game

@BeckyHorace

but the location is Terminal 21. If you choose to do the “hunt” in Terminal 21,
you have a limited amount of time to fgure out the code to diffuse the bomb
and save the shoppers. Escape Hunt is an activity best done with a group; this
is why this was a perfect date night event for me and my husband. Escape
Hunt is also great for families, corporate “team building” events, or just a group
of friends.
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When you arrive to
Escape Hunt, you
are greeted by
your game master,
who is there to
guide you through

Escape Hunt Bangkok, offers three
different games; murder in the
study, robbery in the bedroom and
bomb in Bangkok.

the process. You
are asked to nominate your lead detective and in the Sherlock Holmes fashion
you are on your way to solving the mystery. The game master explains to us
that we have one hour to fnd all of the clues and solve a murder or the room
will be locked forever. If we fnd ourselves “stuck” with the puzzles or clues, we
can pick up the white phone in the room and that will call her directly. You are
allowed to ask for a hint but every hint you are given adds one minute to your
time, and the entire point of the game is to solve the puzzle within the hour.

Inside the Escape Hunt

I really can’t tell you much more than this without ruining the game for you! I
will tell you that as soon as the game master shuts the door, the timer starts
and having a timer stressed me out but in a fun way. My husband said I
destroyed the room looking for clues and hints. I guess it’s probably because a
little bit of panic set in; who wants to be locked in a room forever?! We had to
solve the murder in the study mystery; there is some information given which
sets the scene to tell you what has happened to the victim. Then with the little
information you have and after you have torn that room apart looking for clues,
you start the process of solving the mystery.
It was an exciting, team/marriage building event. We were able to solve the
mystery in 49 minutes and 43 seconds, which pales in comparison to the
record holders of 29 minutes!
After your game is over, you get to relax and enjoy a congratulatory cup of tea
and dress up in detective gear for some fun photos.
Escape Hunt opened their frst branch in Bangkok in 2013 and since then they
have opened up four other branches of the game located in Singapore,
Jakarta, Phuket, and Sydney. With this game being so popular, Escape Hunt
has plans of continued growth of 50 branches in 2014 and a total of 300
branches by the end of 2015. The best part about the game is that the “crime
mysteries” change every six to nine months and each location around the
world has a totally different theme and game. So if you had fun in Bangkok
and are visiting Escape Hunt in Paris, it will be a totally new experience!

Bottom Line
Escape Hunt was probably the most entertaining date night my husband and I
have had in Bangkok. With a central location directly off of the Asoke BTS,
Escape Hunt is easy to fnd for locals and tourists.
Escape Hunt is open every day of the year from 9:30am until 8:30pm, with
the frst game starting at 10am and the last game booking at 7pm. For
more information and to book your visit, please check out their website:
http://bangkok.escapehunt.com.
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